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HWRD Rule Quiz

(OPTIONAL) What is your email? info@wpgrefs.com

Team A chooses to play without a goalie.
However, a skater (who is not designated
as a goalie) chooses to stand in front of
the net. Team B shoots the puck from
team B's side of the ice meeting criteria
for icing. Is it icing given the team A
skater standing in the crease? (HC Rule
6.7c-III)

Correct

 It is icing so long as the player does not
leave the crease.

 Depends: It is not icing if the official
determines that the team A player (who has
no goalie privileges) gaurding the goal could
reach the puck before the puck crosses the
goal line.

 It is never icing as the team A player can
always get to the puck.

 It is icing as the player is considered a
goalie for the purpose of icing only but in no
other way.

In 'A' Hockey the puck hits the goalie in
the head but does not go in the net. What
does the referee do? (Hockey Winnipeg
SR-23)

Correct

 a) let play continue.

 b) stop play if the goalie's team gets the
puck.

 c) stop play if the other team gets the
puck.

 d) stop play immediately.

 e) stop play immediately but if the puck
goes into the net without another player
touching the puck then it is a good goal.

At what point during a stoppage may a
team call a time-out? (HC 6.18e) Correct
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 Any time during the stoppage.

 Any time during the game, including while
play is ongoing.

 While the home team is changing.

 Any time from the end of the play until the
offical conducting the faceoff blows her
whistle when line change procedure is
complete.

The puck hits the post and breaks. Part
of the puck goes in the net and part goes
into the corner. Is this a good goal?
(Rule 6.6)

Correct

 a) Good goal, always.

 b) No goal…the whole puck must cross
the goal line.

 c) Good Goal so long as more than half
the puck entered the net.

You arrive at your U18A1 game and
discover you were the only referee
assigned to the game. What does the
rule book say you may do? (HC Rule
5.2k)

Correct

 a) Nothing. Cancel the game.

 b) Go solo to get the game done.

 c) The two teams may agree on who can
work the game with you. This could be
anyone, it could be one player from each
team.

Team B scores a goal but the ref misses
it. The next stoppage is a penalty against
team B. The linesperson also reports the
missed goal to the ref. What should the
ref do? (Rule 6.6a, Interpretation 1,
Question 4)

Correct

 a) disallow the goal and cancel the
penalty as cancelling both makes everything
equal.

 b) disallow the goal and call the penalty.

 c) allow the goal and cancel the penlaty.

 d) allow the goal and assess the penalty.

The Referee shall remain on the ice at
the conclusion of each period, and any Correct



overtime, until which point? (Rule 5.2b)

 When the home team leaves the ice.

 When the visiting team leave the ice.

 When both teams have left the ice.

 immediately after the end of the period.

State your decision: During a line
change, the player stepping on the ice
does so while the player coming off the
ice is less than 10 feet from the gate. The
player leaving the ice is accidentally
struck by the puck.  (Rule 10.7)

Correct

 Stop play, no penalty but conduct faceoff
at nearest Neutral Zone dot.

 Allow play to continue as there is no
infraction.

 Stop play-assess too many player penalty

 Put a penalty on delay and stop play at
appropriate time to assess penalty.

At a stoppage of play, it becomes
apparent the player is injured. Play was
not stopped as a result of the injury and
the coach comes on ice to help. Does
that player have to leave the ice? (Rule
2.4b Interpretation 1 & 2)

Correct

 a) Yes, because coach/trainer came on
the ice

 b) Yes, because injury delayed start of
play

 c) Only if the player is faking

 d) Either b) or c) but not a)

 e) Either a) or b) but not c)

Select all the penalty options available
for kneeing. (Rule 7.8) Correct

 Minor

 Double-Minor

 Minor and Game Misconduct

 Major & Game Misconduct

 Double-Minor & Gross Misconduct



 Double-Minor & Game Misconduct

 Match
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